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Abstract. Amharic is the official language of Ethiopia, currently having a popu-
lation of over 118 million. Developing effective information retrieval (IR) system
for Amharic has been a challenging task due to limited resources coupled with
complex morphology of the language. This paper presents the development of
Amharic semantic IR system using query expansion based on deep neural learn-
ing model and WordNet. In order to optimize the retrieval result, we propose
Amharic text representation using root forms of words applied for stopword iden-
tification, indexing, term matching and query expansion. Comparisons are made
with the conventional stem-based text representation for information retrieval, and
we show that using the root forms of words is better for both resource construc-
tion and system development. The effectiveness of the proposed Amharic semantic
IR system is evaluated on Amharic Adhoc Information Retrieval Test Collection
(2AIRTC).

Keywords: Semantic information retrieval · Query expansion · Complex
morphology · Amharic IR resources

1 Introduction

Searching information on a huge corpus is one of the common tasks nowadays. Infor-
mation Retrieval (IR) focuses mainly on the process of matching user queries terms to 
index terms in order to locate relevant documents from Web or corpus. Matching query 
terms with index terms is one of the main challenges of IR in many languages [1]. Lin-
guistic variation of a natural language and term mismatch affects the effectiveness of 
IR system. As a result of linguistic variation, some relevant documents for a user need 
will be omitted from a search result. Natural language processing (NLP) has significant 
role in many languages IR systems for extracting index and query terms. It is applicable 
to reduce the space required for indexing and maximizing the retrieval effectiveness 
by conflating variants of words to a common form [2]. Stemming is one of the typi-
cal NLP techniques to handle morphological variants in many languages and is still an 
active research topic specifically for under resourced languages [3, 4]. Furthermore, NLP 
techniques are employed to handle term matching for semantically related concepts.
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Semantic text matching in IR is the task of finding semantic similarity between query
and document text. Sometimes, since a user information need is imprecise, incomplete
and semantically ambiguous, a retrieval system cannot retrieve relevant documents to a
query. Query expansion is the task of adding semantically related terms to a given query
for improving the performance of IR system. Different approaches have been proposed
for expanding query terms such as relevance feedback [5], the use of Wikipedia [6], or
resources like thesauri or WordNet [7], and neural network (NN) to capture semantic
relationships between words [8].

Research and development on Amharic IR lags behind because of morphological
complexity of the language, lack of usable NLP tools, resources, and test collection.
Despite many works on IR for many languages, few researches have been conducted on
Amharic IR. The existing Amharic IR systems face challenges in searching relevant doc-
uments because of the morphological complexity and semantic richness of the language.
Amharic exhibits complex morphology that poses challenges in NLP and IR [9, 10]. The
base of Amharic word can be stem or root. The morphological structure (root or stem) one
should choose for indexing, matching, and resource construction is an open question in
Amharic IR. Relevant documents for an Amharic query may not be retrieved as a result of
term mismatch between index terms and query terms. Amharic stem-based indexing and
term matching misses some relevant documents because multiple stems exist for vari-
ants. For example, the variant , ,
and have the stems , ,
and , respectively. On the other hand, a document can possi-
bly be relevant to a user query even if they share semantically similar
terms that may even be different variants. For example, ‘union’/,

‘unity’/, ‘fellowship’/, ‘coalition’/,
‘cooperation’/ and ‘collaboration’/ are semantically

related words. Both cases, i.e. same variants with different stems and similar semantics
with different variants, lead to poor IR performance as relevant documents are missed.
Therefore, Amharic retrieval system needs to identify optimal representative of variants
and reformulate a user query by expanding initial user query in order to retrieve more
relevant documents. In this paper, we investigate the characteristics of the language and
suggest root forms of words to handle morphological variations to increase the quality
of indexing and the probability of matching between index and query terms. Further-
more, we investigate the impact of query expansion on Amharic semantic IR using word
embedding and WordNet.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the charac-
teristics of Amharic language. Section 3 discusses related work. Section 4 presents the
design of Amharic semantic IR system whereas Sect. 5 presents Amharic resources that
we constructed. Experimental results are discussed in Sect. 6. Finally, conclusion and
future research directions are forwarded in Sect. 7.

2 Amharic Language

Amharic is the official language of Ethiopia that has a population of over 118 million at
present [11]. It has been used as a working language of the government of the country for



a long time. As a result, its rich literary heritage has endowed the language with huge writ-
ten resources and it serves as a lingua franca of the country. Amharic belongs to Semitic
language families and has its own script which has alphabet, numbers and punctuations.
The alphabet has 33 basic characters and each of them has 7 different forms representing
consonant-vowel combination. The vowels are , ,
and . For example, consonant-vowel combination of the base character has the
following modifications: , and . Furthermore, the
alphabet has labialized characters such as , and . Their
structure is consonant-vowel-vowel combinations.

Amharic is morphologically rich and complex agglutinative language. It is consid-
ered as one of the most prolific languages [9]. Clitics such as prepositions, articles,
conjunctions, and pronouns are glued to nouns, verbs, and adjectives. The internal struc-
ture of a word may include the base (i.e. stem or root), affixes, and patterns. Amharic
word may contain many affixes which are attached in complex rules. An Amharic word
can represent a sentence in another language. For example, ‘she
broke them’/ is an agglutination of the verbal stem ( ‘broke’/), subject marker
pronoun ( ), and object marker pronoun ( ). Amharic words can
be classified as derived and non-derived. Derived words are formed from other word
classes through derivational process. The word formation in both cases usually involves
change in one or more characters of a stem or root. The change arises as a result of
making a word for case, gender, number, tense, person, mood, etc.

3 Related Work

3.1 Conventional Information Retrieval

Although Amharic is widely used in Ethiopia, the status of IR system development
for the language is relatively at rudimentary level. The retrieval effectiveness of stem-
based and root-based text representations on Amharic language are studied in [12].
Experiments were carried out by running 40 queries on 548 documents using OKAPI
system and the study concluded that stem-based retrieval is slightly better than root-
based one. Amharic search engine was developed using stems and tested by running
11 queries on 75 news documents [13]. The average precision and recall values were
0.65 and 0.95, respectively using OR operator for query terms, and 0.99 and 0.52,
respectively using AND operator. Arabic is a Semitic language for which relatively
more IR research is conducted. For example, Al-Hadid et al. [14] developed a neural
network-based model where documents and queries are represented using stems and their
similarity is computed using cosine similarity. The effectiveness of Arabic word-based,
stem-based, and root-based representation of documents and queries was investigated by
Musaid [15].The word-based and stem-based representations miss relevant documents
while root-based one retrieves non-relevant documents. The effects of stem and root on
Arabic search engine was also compared by Moukdad [16].The results indicated that
stemming is more effective than root. A comparison between stem-based and root-based
Arabic retrieval was made by Larkey et al. [17]. The finding indicates that light stemmer
outperforms root analyzer and other stemmers which are based on detailed morphological
analysis. Ali et al. [18] investigated the effect of morphological analysis on Arabic IR.



A rule-based stemmer was used to extract the root/stem of words to be used as indexing
and searching terms. The results showed slight improvement on IR effectiveness due to
the stemmer. Hebrew is one of the Semitic languages spoken mainly in Israel. Ornan
[19] designed Hebrew search engine by applying a rule-based morphological analysis.
The design of the search engine takes into account the construction of a morphological,
syntactic and semantics analyzer. Words unsuited for the syntax and the semantic of a
sentence were removed.

3.2 Semantic Information Retrieval

Amharic semantic-based IR using BM25 was developed [20]. Documents and queries
were processed by a stemmer. The system was evaluated by running 10 queries on 8,759
documents and performed an average recall and precision of 0.84 and 0.23, respectively.
Fang [21] developed and evaluated English semantic retrieval system using WordNet
and dependency-thesaurus on TREC test collections. Query terms are expanded con-
sidering term relationships and synset definition of a word in the WordNet and mutual
information in the collection. The retrieval results indicated that significant improve-
ment was achieved after query expansions using both methods. Better retrieval result
was obtained using synset definition of terms. Retrieval based on thesaurus is less effec-
tive than definition-based retrieval. The impact of integrating word embedding and entity
embedding with and without interpolation within the adhoc document retrieval task was
studied and evaluated on TREC collections (ClueWeb’09B and 100 ClueWeb’12B) [22].
The authors reported that word embedding do not show competitive performance to any
of the baselines (relevance model, sequential dependence model and entity query feature
expansion) even after interpolation. CBOW method showed better performance than
skip-gram for the adhoc document retrieval task. Entity-based embedding performed
better than word-based embedding.

3.3 Evaluation of Amharic IR Corpora, Resources and NLP Tools

Few studies have been conducted to develop NLP tools and create Amharic corpora
resources although IR test collections are required for automatic evaluation of IR system.
We can quote a few such studies. Demeke and Getachew [23] created Walta Information
Center news corpus; Yeshambel et al. [24] built 2AIRTC; and Yeshambel et al. [10]
created stem-based and root-based morphologically annotated Amharic corpora semi-
automatically. The sizes of corpora created by Demeke and Getachew [23], Yeshambel
et al. [24] and Yeshambel et al. [10] are 1,065, 12,586, and 6,069 documents, respectively.
Mindaye et al. [13] and Samuel and Bjorn [25] created Amharic word-based stopword list
whereas Alemayehu and Willett [26] built stem-based stopwords list. NLP tools such as
stemmer and morphological analyzer have crucial role for processing text documents and
user information need. Alemayehu and Willett [26] and Alemu and Asker [27] developed
rule-based Amharic stemmers. Sisay and Haller [28] and Amsalu and Gibbon [29] devel-
oped Amharic morphological analyzers using Xerox Finite State Tools (XFST) method.
Gasser [30] developed rule-based morphological analyzer for Amharic, Tigrignya and
Afaan Oromo languages. Mulugeta and Gasser [31] also developed a morphological
analyzer using supervised machine learning approach whereas Abate and Assabie [9]



developed morphological analyzer using memory-based supervised machine learning
approach.

In this work, we assess the accessibility, quality, and usability of the existing accessi-
ble Amharic IR corpora, resources and tools with the purpose of highlighting the status of
Amharic language processing applications. The majority of them are not accessible and
have limited functionality and size. They are also inconvenient to use or to integrate in
Amharic IR experiments. The existing Amharic NLP tools are not full-fledged systems as
they are under prototype stages. For example, the stemmer developed by Alemayehu and
Willett [26] and Gasser’s morphological analyzer [30] over-stem and under-stem many
words. Moreover, these NLP tools extract basic stems of some words and derived-stems
of other words. We tested them using a dataset that contains 200 words from different
word classes. The stemmer and the analyzer performed 41.4% and 47.6%, respectively.
From our experiments, we observed that the performance of Amharic NLP tools on verbs
is less than on other word types. Many of the existing test collections are simply sets of
documents without topics and relevance judgment. Furthermore, they are small in size
compared to test collections created for other languages. Consequently, they would not
be used for accurately testing the performance of IR techniques. In our previous work
[24], we developed an Amharic IR test collection that consists in a corpus, topic set
and the associated relevance judgment. It allows researchers to evaluate retrieval system
automatically though the size is still small relative to standard test collections. The test
collection is accessible freely at https://www.irit.fr/AmharicResources/.

4 Design of Amharic Semantic IR System

Considering the morphological characteristics of the language, we propose a design for
Amharic semantic IR system. In the proposed design, the morphological analysis is
carried out before stopword removal (see Fig. 1). Morphological analysis is among the
key tasks in our IR system as it helps to select index and query terms from documents
and queries.

4.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing includes character normalization as well as tag removal and punctuation
mark removal. Character normalization is made to represent various characters having
similar pronunciation using a single grapheme. The characters and
their modifications are normalized to their corresponding modifications of . The
character and its modifications are normalized to their corresponding modifications
of . The character and its modifications are normalized to their correspond-
ing modifications of . The character and its modifications are normalized to
their corresponding modifications of . The fourth orders and

are normalized to whereas the fourth orders are normalized
to . After character normalization, we segment sentences and tokenize words. Sen-
tence segmentation is carried out using punctuation marks used for marking sentence
boundaries whereas word tokenization is performed using space, tags and punctua-
tion marks. Tags and punctuation marks are removed after sentence segmentation and
tokenization.
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Fig. 1. Design of Amharic semantic IR system.

4.2 Morphological Analysis

Documents and user information need should be represented appropriately using terms
that will be used later for matching query with documents. It is to be noted that indexing
terms are weighted based on the word frequency. In IR, most often, the variants of a
word are conflated during indexing into a single form. It has the advantage of making
the calculation of indexing term frequency straightforward. Therefore, in this research,
we study the feasibility of stem-based and root-based document representation with
respect to their effectiveness for Amharic IR. Since well-designed Amharic stemmer and
morphological analyzer are not available yet, we design a semi-automatic morphological
processor to segment words into their morphemes so that the base of words (i.e. stem and
root) could be extracted easily and quickly. The two morphological analyses performed
in this work are stem-based and root-based morphological analysis using lexicons created
by Yeshambel et al. [10]. The lexicons are constructed from a corpus. The stem-based
morphological process segments stem of a word from the rest of morphemes whereas the
root-based morphological process segments root from the rest of morphemes of a word.
For example, the stem-based and root-based morphological segmentation of the verb

and the noun are presented in Table 1.
The morphological annotation of different word classes is further presented in Sect. 5.1.

In Amharic, roots are the base of stems. Multiple verbal stems can be generated from
an Amharic verbal root (see Table 2). The stems are generated by using different patterns
that insert different vowels between root radicals. However, variants of words that are
not derived from verbal roots have only one stem which has the same representation
as its root. The stems and roots of words are extracted from stem-based and root-based
morphologically annotated corpora, respectively, using Algorithm 1.



Table 1. Sample stem-based and root-based morphological segmentation.

1 1: first person, 3: third person s: singular, p: plural, f: feminine,  pre: preposition, foc: focus,
pas: passive, nom: nominative, conj: conjunction, neg: negative, gen: genitive, def: definite 
marker, adj: adjectivizer, pos: possessive, acc: accusative, pal: palatalizer, comp: comple-
ment. 

Input:  Affix lists and Annotated corpora 
Output: Stem-based and root-based Corpora 
Step 1: Open affix lists and annotated corpora 
Step 2: For each document in the annotated corpus: 

For each word in a document: 
Segment a word into morphemes using ‘_’
If a morpheme is in affix lists 

Delete from an annotated document 
End if 

End for 
End for 

Algorithm 1. Extracting stem and root from corpus. 

4.3 Stopword Removal

Stopwords are words that evenly occur in many documents and serve as purpose rather
than content. Thus, as they are non-content bearing terms, they are removed from doc-
uments and queries in IR systems. As shown in our proposed design (Fig. 1) Amharic
stopwords are removed after morphological analysis is carried out on documents and
queries, which is different from the design of IR for morphologically simple languages.
In morphologically simple languages like English, stopword identification and removal
is made before stemming by using stopword list. The conventional trend applied so
far for removing Amharic stopwords is also to use a stopword list, and it is carried
out before stemming or morphological analysis. However, taking the characteristics of
the language into consideration, this is certainly not the most appropriate way. Indeed,
Amharic stopwords are characterized by the following three morphological features:
(i) they do not necessarily exist as standalone words; (ii) they can accept prefixes and
suffixes; and (iii) they may exist as part of Amharic words and serve as prefix or suffix.
For these reasons, it is not possible to find and remove all Amharic stopwords unless the



Table 2. Sample of Amharic verbal roots and basic stems of variants.

morphological structure of words is known. For example, the stopwords ‘about’/,
‘from’/, and ‘not’/ do not appear as a standalone word as shown in the fol-

lowing sample words. The word ‘since he brought’/, ‘from
heart’/, ‘did not come’/ are equivalent to , and ,
respectively. As there could be several sequences of affixes representing various linguis-
tic functions, words can appear in various morphological structures. As a result, Amharic
stopwords usually have many variants. For example, the stopword ‘other’/ has
variants , etc. This indicates that stop-
word identification and term representation in Amharic IR demands a different consid-
eration than the conventional trend. It means that one could not work with the surface
forms of words to identify and remove stopwords. Therefore, we removed them after
applying morphological analysis on documents and queries using a stopword list. The
stopword list itself is constructed from a corpus after applying morphological analysis.
We removed stopwords from stem-based and root-based corpora using our stem-based
and root-based stopword lists, respectively.

4.4 Indexing

In our system, document processing involves text preprocessing, morphological analy-
sis, stopword removal and indexing. As a result of these processes, we obtain indexed
documents. To test the impact of morphological analysis on Amharic IR, word-based,
stem-based and root-based indexes were created using Lemur1 toolkit. The stem-based
index was created using basic stems of words while the root-based index was created
using the root of words. The number of root-based index terms is less than or equal to
stem-based index terms. However, the frequency of a root is greater than or equal to
the frequency of the corresponding stem as root form conflates all variants of a word
to a single common form. Accordingly, the frequency of terms accurately computed

1 http://www.lemurproject.org.



using root forms, which means that index term selection could be appropriately made
by making use of the root forms of words.

4.5 Word Embedding

One of the main objectives of this work is to create an efficient model on a large Amharic
dataset and investigate the impact of query expansion using term embedding on Amharic
IR retrieval effectiveness. To this effect, we propose four neural network models using
word2vec: stem-based with Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW), stem-based with skip-
gram algorithm, root-based with CBOW and root-based with skip-gram algorithm.
Accordingly, four vector space models are generated, which are used for expanding
stem-based and root-based query terms based on semantic similarity of words in stem-
based and root-based corpora, respectively. The similarity sim between a query term q
and a corpus word d is computed using cosine similarity as shown in Eq. (1).

sim(q, d) =
∑

i qi.di√∑
i qi2

∑
i di2

(1)

where qi is vector representation of the ith query term and di is the vector representation
of the ith word in the corpus. The top 5 most related terms are used to expand query
terms.

4.6 Query Expansion

The root-based morphological analysis addresses variation among word variants dur-
ing exact matching between Amharic documents and queries. However, matching only
keywords may not accurately reveal the semantic similarity between a query and a doc-
ument. To resolve this issue and optimize Amharic IR system, we performed query
expansion using vector space model and WordNet. Semantically related terms to each
non-stopword of user query are identified based on the word vector space and WordNet.
Since there is no publicly available Amharic WordNet, we build the resource to be used
only for the title of the topics from 2AIRTC [24]. The WordNet is organized to include
terms’ synonyms, hypernyms, and hyponyms relationships. The stem-based and root-
based morphological analyses are carried out on words included in the WordNet and a
user query. For query expansion, the stem or root of semantically related words from the
WordNet are added to the original set of query term(s).

4.7 Matching and Ranking

Query term vector for searching is constructed after a query is subjected to preprocessing,
morphological analysis, and stopword removal. Here, we applied both semantic-based
and exact vocabulary term matching. The system searches documents that contain query
terms and semantically related words (i.e. expanded terms). Searching for relevant doc-
uments is carried out by matching query terms (representing information need of users)
with index terms (representing documents). As documents and query terms are repre-
sented using stem and root forms of words, the stem-based query terms are matched



against stem-based index terms whereas root-based query terms are matched against
root-based index terms. In IR, a given user information need does not uniquely identify
one document in the corpus. Instead, many documents might match a query but with
different degree of relevancy. For a given query Q and a collection of retrieved doc-
uments D, the Lemur toolkit ranks retrieval results based on their possible relevance.
The document length and number of matching query terms are taken into consideration.
OKAPI BM25 score ranks documents based on Eq. (2).

score (D, Q) =
∑n

i=1
IDF(qi).

f (qi, D).(k1 + 1)

f (qi, D) + k1.
(

1 − b + b.
|D|

avgdl

) (2)

where f (qi,D) is qi’s term frequency in the document D, |D| is the length of the document
D in words, and avgdl is the average document length in the text collection from which
documents are drawn. The variables k1 and b are free parameters whereas IDF (qi) is
the inverse document frequency weight of the query term qi. For language modeling,
the similarity between a document D and a query Q is measured by the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence between the document model Dθ and the query model Qθ.
The KL divergence ranking function captures the term occurrence distributions and it is
computed using Eq. (3) as:

KL (Qθ, Dθ) =
∑

w∈V
p(w|Qθ) log

p(w|Qθ)

p(w|Dθ)
(3)

where w is word, v is word vector, p(w|Qθ ) is estimated query term, p(w|Dθ ) is the
smoothed probability of a term seen in the document. The ranking of the results of the
proposed IR system was evaluated by precision, recall, mean precision and normalized
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG). Precision is used to measure how many of retrieved
documents are relevant and it is computed as:

Precision = relevant item retrieved

retrieved items
(4)

Recall measures the ability of an IR system to retrieve all relevant items and it is computed
as:

Recall = relevant item retrieved

relevant items
(5)

Mean Average Precision (MAP) indicates a single-figure measure of quality across mul-
tiple queries. The MAP value is obtained by taking the mean of the Average Precision
Pav(qi) over all the queries in the set Q and it is computed as:

MAP = 1

|Q|
∑

qieQ
Pav(qi) (6)

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) is used to measure the position of
relevant documents in the retrieval set. It is calculated as:

NDCG = DCG

IDCG
(7)

where DCG is discount cumulative gain, IDCG is the ideal discounted cumulative gain
and it is the maximum possible value. These measures are valued between 0 and 1.



5 Construction of Amharic IR Resources

5.1 Context-Based Morphologically Annotated Corpora

Segmenting a word into its morphemes and extracting its base is crucial in many appli-
cations. In this work, Amharic surface words are segmented into their morphemes by
analyzing the internal structure of words and their contexts. The annotation is made
semi-automatically using Amharic lexicons built by Yeshambel et al. [10]. For com-
parison of stem-based and root-based text representations, we created the stem-based
and root-based corpora from the same document collection. Words are morphologically
segmented into affixes and basic stems or roots. The general annotation structure for a
word W is represented as:

[
p_

∗w[ _s]∗

where p is a prefix morpheme, ‘_’ is a morphological segment marker, w is the root or
stem of W, s is a suffix morpheme, […] denotes optionality, and * denotes the possibility
of multiple occurrence. For example, the word can be annotated as
follows.

A single word may have multiple annotations when annotated with a single
base form. However, among multiple annotations, only one of them could be rel-
evant in a given context. For example, the root-based annotation of the word

could be ‘their name’/, ‘a
person having a name ‘Simachew’/, ‘you listen them’/,
and ‘having that she kissed them’/. This may lead to
incorrect retrieval results. Thus, we identify the context of the word in a sentence during
the annotation process. We annotate each word in the corpus with a single annotation
by taking the context into consideration and context-based morphologically annotated
corpora is constructed for stem-based and root based text representation. Depending
on morphological structures, Amharic words can be categorized as derived and non-
derived from verbs. Words derived from verbs may have various word classes, but they
are morphologically generated from verbal stems or roots. The root forms of such words
are represented only by radicals. On the other hand, words that are non-derived from
verbs have root forms that contain radicals and vowels. The process of context-based
morphological annotation of different word classes is presented as follows.

Stem-Based Morphologically Annotated Corpus. The stem-based morphological
annotation segments word forms into more general representation known as basic stem
and affixes. The majority of Amharic words are composed of stems and attached affixes.
IR systems use the stems of words during indexing and term matching, and thus, we
segment the stems of words from the rest of morphemes.



Stem-Based Annotation of Words Derived from Verbs: The base of many verbs, nouns,
adjectives, and adverbs are verbal roots. Stems can be generated from a single ver-
bal root and many words can be generated from a single stem by attaching affixes.
For example, the verb ‘since they haven’t been fast’/, the noun

‘from our
speed’/, the adjective ‘like the fast ones’/ and the adverb

‘quickly’/ are derived from the verbal root . These words
are generated from three stems ( and ) and their
stem-based annotation is shown below.

Stem-Based Annotation of Words Not Derived from Verbs: Amharic words may also be
generated from primary nouns, adjectives, adverbs and functional words. Such words are
not formed from verbal roots, and their stem representation is different from that of verbal
stems as variants of words that are not derived from verbal stems have a single common
basic stem. For example, words derived from the primary noun ‘country’/
include ‘for our country’/, ‘about the coun-
try’/, ‘national’/, etc. The stem-based annotations of these words are
presented as follows.

Root-Based Morphologically Annotated Corpus. Root-based morphological anno-
tation segments the roots of words from other affixes. The annotation helps to investigate
the impact of root-based text representation on Amharic IR. The root annotation process
for verbal words differs from that of others as presented below.

Root-Based Annotation of Words Derived from Verbs. Verbal words are words derived
from verbal roots by inserting new character, palatalizing one or more char-
acters, changing the shape of one or more characters, or adding affixes. For
example, the verb ‘since they haven’t been fast’/, the noun

‘from



our speed’/, the adjective ‘like the fast ones’/ and the
adverb ‘quickly’/ are derived from the verbal root . The
root-based annotations are shown below.

Root-Based Annotation of Words Not Derived from Verbs: The root and stem forms are
the same for words that are generated from primary nouns, adjectives, adverbs and
functional words. The root forms may contain vowel in addition to radicals. For
example, the words ‘for our country’/, ‘about
the country’/, ‘national’/, etc. are derived from the primary noun

‘country’/. The root-based annotations of these words are presented as
follows.

5.2 Stopword List Construction

We remove Amharic stopwords from the vocabulary using a predefined list constructed
based on stem and root forms. For the sake of comparison between stem-based and root-
based text retrieval, both types of stopword lists were created from the annotated corpora
based on morpheme statistics involving frequency, mean, variance, and entropy. The val-
ues of frequency, variance, entropy and mean of each morpheme in the corpus were used
while constructing the stopword list. The top 250 morphemes based on the values of
frequency, variance, entropy and mean are selected to create corpus-based stopword
lists. However, the final stopword list also contains a few words which were selected
manually from other sources considering the nature of the language. In total, 222 mor-
phemes are included in each stopword list. The identified stopwords include prepositions
(e.g. ‘to’/, ‘about’/, ‘up to’, ‘by’/, ‘from’/, etc.),
conjunctions (e.g. ‘and’/, ‘however’/, ‘here’/,
etc.), negation markers ( ‘not’/), indefinite articles ( ‘an’/), aux-
iliary verbs ( ‘say’/, ‘was’/, etc.), ‘and so on’/, etc. The



stem-based stopword list may contain multiple stems for variants of a word while the
root-based list contains only one root form for variants of a word.

6 Experiment

6.1 Implementation

We carried out different experiments on 2AIRTC collection [24]. Python was used
to implement preprocessing tasks whereas Lemur toolkit was used for indexing and
retrieval. The retrieval effectiveness was evaluated automatically using trec_eval tool
which can compute many evaluation measures2. LM and BM25 models were used as
retrieval models.

6.2 Experimental Results

Retrieval with LM and BM25. LM is a popular model for the development of IR sys-
tems, but it has not been used in previous Amharic IR ones. Many of them are rather
based on vector space model [13, 20, 32, 34]. Here, we investigated the effect of LM
model on Amharic IR and compared it with BM25. As shown in Table 3, LM performs
slightly better than BM25 model. This is potentially because of the capability of LM
to capture term dependency and estimate the probability distribution of a query in each
document. This means LM is more suitable retrieval model for Amharic language.

Table 3. Comparison of LM and BM25.

Model Average
precision

R-precision NDCG Bpref

BM25 0.67 0.64 0.83 0.64

LM 0.70 0.65 0.86 0.66

The Effect of Stopword Removal on Amharic IR. Experiments were conducted to
investigate the effect of morpheme-based stopword removal on Amharic IR. The retrieval
effectiveness of stem-based and root-based text representations with and without stop-
words are shown in Table 4. As shown in the table, removing stopwords has a positive
impact both in stem-based and root-based retrieval using LM.

Retrieval Without Query Expansion. The retrieval effectiveness of the proposed
Amharic IR model without query expansion using LM is presented in Table 5. As shown
in the table, root-based retrieval is better than stem-based retrieval as the root-based text

2 http://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval.



Table 4. Stem-based and root-based retrieval with and without stopwords on 2AIRTC.

Metrics Stem-based Root-based

With stopword Without stopword With stopword Without stopword

AMP 0.14 0.51 0.24 0.70

NDCG 0.37 0.71 0.50 0.86

Bpref 0.15 0.48 0.27 0.66

R-prec 0.17 0.49 0.29 0.65

representation maps all variants to a single common form and can reject non-relevant
documents better than stem-based and word-based text representations. The word-based
and stem-based methods miss more relevant documents since they cannot handle some
morphological variations. The retrieval effectiveness of the three text representations
decreases from precision @5 documents to precision @20 due to scarcity of relevant
documents in the test collection.

Table 5. Retrieval effectiveness based on the three text representations.

Text
representation

Precision NDLG

P@5 P@10 P@15 P@20 MAP

Word 0.56 0.49 0.44 0.40 0.43 0.47

Stem 0.62 0.53 0.47 0.43 0.57 0.71

Root 0.79 0.70 0.61 0.55 0.70 0.86

The overall recall and precision values of stem-based and root-based text represen-
tations are shown in Fig. 2 which has been taken from our previous study [33]. The
blue line depicts the root-based retrieval effectiveness whereas the red line represents
the stem-based retrieval results without query expansion. It can be seen that the retrieval
effectiveness of root-based representation outperforms stem-based one.

Semantic Retrieval Using Word Embedding. CBOW and skip-gram learning algo-
rithms were trained by adjusting the parameter settings into the following same values:
vector size (300), min_count (7), iter (400), alpha (0.05) and negative (20). By experi-
ment, we found that the best performing window size of CBOW (resp. skip-gram) are
3 (resp.7). Recall and precision of semantic retrieval using word embedding technique
on stem-based and root-based corpora are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The green curve
depicts stem-based (Fig. 3) and root-based retrieval (Fig. 4) without query expansion
and the remaining are after query expansion using word embedding with CBOW and
skip-gram algorithms. The retrieval effectiveness of stem-based query expansion based
on both algorithms are almost similar. In the case of root-based representation, CBOW



Fig. 2. Recall-precision curves of stem-based and root-based retrieval [33].

model slightly outperforms skip-gram method. However, the retrieval effectiveness after
query expansion is reduced in stem-based and root-based representation. A statistical
test is made for root-based query expansion using CBOW and Skip-gram models (see
Table 6).

Table 6. Statistical test for root-based query expansion using CBOW and Skip-gram models.

Statistical test Average precision R-precision NDCG Bpref P@5 P@10 P@20

t-test 0.7123 0.9564 0.7711 0.7778 0.6487 0.8413 0.9282

Randomized test 0.7043 0.9597 0.7643 0.7763 0.6647 0.8443 0.9345

Sign test 0.5270 0.9924 0.7718 0.9183 0.6847 0.7576 0.8356

Semantic Retrieval Using WordNet. The retrieval effectiveness of stem-based and
root-based text representations are investigated with the application of query expan-
sion using WordNet. Experimental results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The red curve
is retrieval without query expansion and the others are semantic retrieval with query
expansion using WordNet.

6.3 Discussion

Comparison of Root and Stem for Retrieval. Both stem-based and root-based text
representations improve Amharic retrieval effectiveness in comparison to word-based



Fig. 3. Recall-precision curves of stem-based semantic retrieval using word embedding.

Fig. 4. Recall-precision curves of root-based semantic retrieval using word embedding.

text representation. Root-based retrieval is better than stem-based possibly due to the
following three reasons.



Fig. 5. Recall-precision curves of stem-based retrieval using WordNet.

Fig. 6. Recall-precision curves of root-based retrieval using WordNet.

First, variants of a word have a single common root but might have more
than one stem. For example, the stems of morphological variants ,

, and are



, and
, respectively. This creates term mismatch with each other. As a result,

stem-based text representation is unable to retrieve all relevant documents and compute
the actual term frequency which results in loss of the rank of retrieved relevant docu-
ments. However, all variants have one common root ‘strong’/. Therefore,
the root-based representation can return more relevant documents than stem-based rep-
resentation and can compute and increase the actual term frequency which usually leads
to better retrieval result at correct rank.

Second, root forms do not conflate semantically unrelated words to a common form.
However, the stem-based text representation sometimes conflates semantically unrelated
words. For example, is the stem of the verb ‘upright’ or ‘become jeal-
ous’/ and the noun ‘days’/. However, their roots are and ,
respectively. Many cases like these occur in the language, and stem-based text representa-
tion increases word ambiguities than root-based text representation. Thus, the stem-based
text representation is unable to filter out some non-relevant documents.

Third, stem-based retrieval depends largely on user query formulation. Dif-
ferent users will certainly construct the same information need using differ-
ent word variants. For example, the query ‘deforestation’ can be constructed as

or . After the stem-
based morphological analysis, the two queries have stem terms and

, respectively. As a result of variation of the second term, the system will
return different results in different ranks. Therefore, stem-based text representation per-
forms differently in our test collection. However, the root-based representation performs
equally for all the variants of the query terms as the two queries have the same root terms

.

Comparison with Other Amharic IR Systems. Few Amharic IR systems have been
developed so far. Some of them are based on stems [13, 20, 34]; while some others are
based on citation forms [32]. The effects of stem-based and root-based text representa-
tions are investigated on Amharic IR [12]. They found that the stem-based representation
is better than the root-based representation. They stated that root-based representation
maps semantically unrelated Amharic words. However, roots were represented incor-
rectly in their research. For example, the word ‘cotton’/ and ‘drink’/
were represented incorrectly as even though their correct roots are and

, respectively. Furthermore, the roots of some verbal stems are represented
incorrectly. For example, ‘hit’/ and ‘die’/ were mapped incorrectly
to a common root even though the correct roots are and , respectively.
On the other hand, they remove vowels from all types of words leading to conflation
many semantically unrelated words to the same form. The Google Amharic search
engine retrieves different documents in different ranks for basic stems and their derived
stems though they are morphological variants. For example, Google search results of the
queries ‘being broken’/ and ‘the process of being broken’/
are different though the same concept is expressed via these two variants. In our work, on
the contrary, the stem-based text representation considers only basic stems and provides
the same retrieval results for both basic stems and derived stems. We use root-based
text representation as it conflates all variants of words to a single common form. In



summary, previous studies that recommended the use of stems made their conclusions
without thorough investigation on the applicability of roots. Many of them suggested
stem-based as the best option. However, due to the complexity of the language stem-
based representation does not work well. In this work, we have shown that the roots
are better than stems for Amharic IR. This is a new finding which was not looked at in
previous work.

Comparison of Conventional and Semantic Amharic IR. Even though the proposed
morphological analysis (i.e. root-based) has positive impact on Amharic IR, query expan-
sion using word embedding and WordNet does not improve the performance of the
system due to term ambiguity. Ambiguous terms are prevalent in the language due to
its complex morphology. For example, the term can mean ‘the world’,
‘they targeted’, ‘they dreamed’, ‘they developed’ or a person with the name ‘Alemu’.
Accordingly, the term needs to be expanded based on the context of the
term in a given query. This affects the retrieval effectiveness of the proposed Amharic
IR system. Since Amharic word sense disambiguator is not available yet, we did not
integrate disambiguator into our proposed semantic retrieval system. Moreover, stem-
based representation may not expand query terms though its semantically related words
are in the WordNet. This is because a word can have several stems but there could be
only one form representing the word in the WordNet. In this case, the plausible way to
organize Amharic WordNet is to make use of root form as it can represent all variants
of a word by a single common form. This could not be achieved by stem-based repre-
sentation. Thus, root-based expansion could work well if word sense disambiguator was
integrated in this work. Moreover, the case of word embedding, variants of a given word
in the corpus might co-occur with variants of a given semantically related word in dif-
ferent forms. For example, the word might co-occur with ,

, , and within a spec-
ified window size. As these words have different stems, the actual co-occurrence
frequency based on stem could not be computed correctly. As a result, the similar-
ity between a query term and its semantically related word is lower which affects
stem-based semantic retrieval. Furthermore, some expanded terms are related to a
query term syntactically rather than semantically. For instance, the expanded terms
for the proper noun are ,

and where their meanings are completely different. Conse-
quently, retrieval using expanded terms sometimes returns more non-relevant documents
than the original query retrieval. The overall retrieval effectiveness using expanded terms
is lower than retrieval with only original query terms. The other possible reason for
lower performance could be the small size of the corpus. However, a promising result
was reported in previous Amharic IR research even using stems [20].

Comparison of Our Stopword List with Others. Few researches were conducted to
build Amharic stopwords. However, classical methods that have been used in many
morphologically simple languages such as English are applied without considering the
characteristics of Amharic. For example, stopword lists constructed by Mindaye et al.
[13] and Samuel and Bjorn [25] contain variants of a word. However, it is challenging to
list all the variants of stopwords. Alemayehu and Peter [26] created stopword list based



on stem. Though stems are better than word forms to construct Amharic stopwords,
it is not the plausible way because of the existence of multiple stems for variants of
a stopword. In our case, all the variants of stopword have a single common form. For
example, the stopword list created by Alemayehu and Peter [26] would contain two
stems ( ) which are variants of a single word. However, in our
case all variants of the stopword are represented by single root ‘was’/.

7 Conclusion

Amharic has complex morphology which poses tremendous challenges for NLP and IR.
In this work, we evaluate the existing Amharic NLP tools and resources, and investigate
the implications of the morphological complexity on Amharic IR. After analyzing the
gaps, we constructed standard resources and proposed a new Amharic IR system that
takes the morphology of the language into consideration. The resources that we con-
structed are Amharic stopword list and context-based morphologically annotated cor-
pora. They are made publicly accessible to the research community. Furthermore, stem-
based and root-based morphological features were considered to construct resource,
corpora, and develop Amharic IR system. Our findings indicate that root is the optimal
form of word representation for Amharic IR development and resource construction. We
also investigated semantic-based query expansion based on word embedding and Word-
Net. We exploited the deep learning models (i.e. CBOW and Skip-gram) and WordNet
to deal with term mismatch in Amharic IR though negative results were obtained due to
prevalent term ambiguity. Further research on Amharic IR needs to be conducted by inte-
grating Amharic word sense disambiguation so that only relevant terms are considered
during query expansion of words having multiple interpretations.
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